Properties of resolved SNPs with ≥25% discordant genotypes

In duplicated region
- Agreed
- Disputed
- App.
- Array
- Seq.
- Err.

Low complexity region
- Agreed
- Disputed
- App.
- Array
- Seq.
- Err.

SNP neighbor within 50bp
- Agreed
- Disputed
- App.
- Array
- Seq.
- Err.

SNP neighbor within 5bp
- Agreed
- Disputed
- App.
- Array
- Seq.
- Err.

Mislabeled probe
- Agreed
- Disputed
- App.
- Array
- Seq.
- Err.

GC content
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Allele balance
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Depth
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Similar het/ref sequence base qualities
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Reads with deletions
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Homopolymer run
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

At most 2 haplotypes
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Sequence read mapping quality
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Sequence read mapping quality of zero
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Similar het/ref read mapping qualities
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Confidence of sequence call
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Similar het/ref read position bias
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation

Likelihood of strand bias
- Agreed
- Disputed
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF Del annotation
- VCF HRun annotation
- VCF HRun annotation